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Overview 
The Child Support Services Quest (CSQuest) website is a site for child support workers and other 
Department of Human Services (DHS) professionals to find child support information and training 
related functional areas, legal materials, and additional support tools. The Writing Guide for Office Staff 
document is a guideline for writing CSQuest articles with a standard style and consistent verbiage, 
drafting narratives or templates with the appropriate naming convention, and submitting drafted 
narratives or templates. The purpose is to provide an organized system for both state office and field 
office staff to draft and submit CSQuest narratives or templates and to achieve a cohesive voice 
throughout the CSQuest website in order to give users a pleasant, uniform reading experience. 

Submission Process 

Field Staff 

CSS Field Staff who draft CSQuest narratives or templates should follow the process outlined, and after 
completing a CSQuest article narrative or template, staff should email the drafted narrative or template 
to the Site Administrator. If you have a subject matter expert (SME) in your office that has reviewed 
your submission, please identify that person on your draft.  

The Site Administrator will review each article prior to submission for publishing.  

If you are interested in submitting information for the Center for Professional Development (CPD) staff 
to complete an article, you can do so by emailing a completed narrative or template to the Site 
Administrator. Include your name and/or the name of the Subject Matter Expert(s) that has vetted the 
content. If graphics are included (screen shots, etc.) please include the originals so that they can be 
edited to protect our customers and staff. We may email or call you for clarification, if needed. If you are 
not comfortable drafting a narrative or template, you may also send us your recommendations for 
articles via the Comments and Suggestions section in the CSQuest website and someone on the CPD 
staff will contact you before writing an article.  

If you are developing a CSQuest article to acquire Certification Service Credit Hours, please review the 
CSQuest article Service Credit Hours & How to Obtain Them prior to continuing to read through this 
document. 
 

State Office Staff 
State Office Staff that draft CSQuest templates should follow the process outlined in the CSQuest Staff 
Writing Guide.  After completing CSQuest article templates, staff should email the completed template 
to the CPD CSQuest Program Manager who is the Site Administrator.  If you are not comfortable drafting 
a narrative or template, you may also send us your recommendations for articles via the Comments and 
Suggestions section in the CSQuest website and someone on the CPD staff will contact you before 
writing an article.  

mailto:CSQuest@okdhs.org
mailto:CSQuest@okdhs.org
mailto:CSQuest@okdhs.org
https://csquest.oucpm.org/service-credit-hours-how-to-obtain-them/
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Drafting a Narrative for a New Article 
 
Every new CSQuest article should be drafted as a narrative; however, please read through the following 
instructions prior to beginning your draft.  Note: If you find a current article that needs to be updated, 
please send needed information via the Comments and Suggestions are at the bottom of the article. 

At the beginning of a draft article narrative, you need to think about the items listed below and then 
write in the appropriate information.  A description of the narrative items is shown after the listing. 

• Article Type 
• Author Name 
• CSQuest Subject>Category>Subcategory 
• Article Title 
• Main Points/Excerpt 
• Tags 
• Content 
• Images 

 

Narrative Items Descriptions 
 

CSQuest Article Types with Example Links 

Article Type  Template Use Example  
5 Minute 
Overview  

Usually, every subcategory on CSQuest will 
have a 5 Minute Overview that gives a basic 
synopsis of the topic. These overviews are 
brief, and not very detailed. Use the 5 
Minute Overview template when writing a 
simple summary of a subcategory. 

One example of a 5 Minute Overview could 
be an article listing links to all Legal or Policy 
cites for a particular subcategory. 

Example: A 5 Minute Overview on 
Unreimbursed Assistance (URA) explaining 
what URA means, as well as the basics of 
how URA is calculated on a case. 

http://csquest.oucpm.org/unreimbursed-
assistance-overview/  

Help and How 
To’s 

A Help and How To article gives step by step 
directions on how to complete some kind of 
process. 

Example:  A Help and How To on building a 
retained support overpayment that lists 
the steps for how to build a retained 
support overpayment in OSIS. 
http://csquest.oucpm.org/retained-
support-during-the-establishment-time-
period/  

Training Articles Training Articles delve deeper into specific 
subject areas. These articles contain more 
detailed policy explanations as well as 
unusual or complex policy interpretations. A 
Training Article gives information without 

Example: A Training Article on the deficit 
reduction act (DRA) fee that gives 
information on what a DRA fee is and 
when the fee is charged. 
 
http://csquest.oucpm.org/deficit-

http://csquest.oucpm.org/unreimbursed-assistance-overview/
http://csquest.oucpm.org/unreimbursed-assistance-overview/
http://csquest.oucpm.org/retained-support-during-the-establishment-time-period/
http://csquest.oucpm.org/retained-support-during-the-establishment-time-period/
http://csquest.oucpm.org/retained-support-during-the-establishment-time-period/
http://csquest.oucpm.org/deficit-reduction-act-fee/
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CSQuest Article Types with Example Links 

Article Type  Template Use Example  
listing the steps of a process. reduction-act-fee/ 

 
Documents and 
Resources 

Documents and Resources can be used to 
link any documents that are supplemental 
material to the training articles. 
Supplemental material may include a cheat 
sheet, flow chart, checklist, or scenarios. 

Example: A Documents and Resources 
article that includes an “Overpayments 
OSIS Screen Key.” 

http://csquest.oucpm.org/obligation-
screens/ 

Videos A video article contains a brief video 
segment (1-5 minutes) which supplements 
the other subject area material. Video 
segments can also be used as training demos 
for some computer applications or new 
processes. 

Example: A Video that shows how to 
correctly position the videoconference 
camera. 

 http://csquest.oucpm.org/be-camera-
conscious/  

Best Practices Best Practices are operating procedures that 
are used by district offices, but have not 
been standardized. Best Practice articles will 
give workers insight into the workflow of 
other offices, and will give ideas for efficient 
ways to complete work. In some instances, if 
the majority of child support workers use 
the same Best Practice, it may become a 
standard operating procedure. Completed 
Best Practices templates will usually be 
submitted by district office workers. 

Example: A Best Practices article about 
how a particular office completes a 
process. 

http://csquest.oucpm.org/eating-at-desk-
and-foodborne-illness/ 

 

 
 
Author Name This is necessary so CPD writers or the Site Administrator know who to contact for any 
questions about the article.  

• Field Staff: Please note that the field staff name and SME should be in the Author’s Name 
field. 

• State Office Staff: Please note that the state office staff name and the SME should be in the 
Author’s Name field.  In the Functional Areas the SME should, in most cases, be the assigned 
PFR; in Legal the SME should most likely be the Managing Attorney of OIALO; and, in 
Support Tools the SME could be a variety of people.   

Subject>Category>Subcategory explains where the article needs to go on the website. The Subject 
will either be Functional Area, Legal, or Support Tools. Fill in the appropriate subject followed by the 
greater than sign (>) and then the category. Fill in the appropriate category followed by the greater 
than sign (>) and then the subcategory. The completed field may look something like “Functional 
Area>Enforcement>Contempt.” 
 

http://csquest.oucpm.org/deficit-reduction-act-fee/
http://csquest.oucpm.org/obligation-screens/
http://csquest.oucpm.org/obligation-screens/
http://csquest.oucpm.org/be-camera-conscious/
http://csquest.oucpm.org/be-camera-conscious/
http://csquest.oucpm.org/eating-at-desk-and-foodborne-illness/
http://csquest.oucpm.org/eating-at-desk-and-foodborne-illness/
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Article Title is the name of the article being written. For most narratives, the title should be specific, 
and include what aspect of the subcategory is being covered in that article. For example, when 
writing an article about how to complete an arrearage computation, naming the article “Arrearage 
Computation” would be very broad and potentially confusing. Instead, name the article something 
more specific, such as “Completing an Arrearage Computation.” The only exception to this rule is 
when naming a 5 Minute Overview article. For 5 Minute Overview articles, it is acceptable to use the 
name of the subcategory as the title. For example, the 5 Minute Overview of overpayments may be 
named, “Overpayments.”  Note: The words “How to” do not need to be in the title when writing a 
Help and How To article. 
 
Titles should be capitalized in title case which means that the first letter of each word is capitalized, 
except for certain small words, such as articles and short prepositions.   A quick guide to title 
capitalization follows: 
 
Capitalize 

• Nouns 
• Verbs (including is and other forms of be) 
• Participles 
• Adverbs (including than and when) 
• Adjectives (including this, that, and each) 
• Pronouns (including its) 
• Subordinating conjunctions (if, because, as, that) 
• Prepositions and conjunctions with five or more letters (between, without, during, about, 

because, through) 
• First and last words, no matter what part of speech they are 
• Prepositions that are part of a verb phrase (Logging On, Setting Up) 
• Both elements of hyphenated words (How-To, Country-Specific) 
• Words and phrases in parentheses as you would capitalize them if they did not appear in 

parentheses 
• Any words, phrases, fragments, or sentences after a colon or semicolon 

Do Not Capitalize 
• Coordinating conjunctions (and, but, or, nor, for) 
• Prepositions of four or fewer letters (with, to, for, at, and so on) 
• Articles (a, an, the, some) unless the article is the first or last word in the title 
• The word to in an infinitive phrase 
• Case-specific product names, words, or phrases  

Main Points/Excerpt is a one to two sentence abstract of the main point of the article. For example, 
“Step-by-step guide on how to complete an arrearage computation on a case,” would be the main 
point of the “Completing an Arrearage Computation” Help and How To. Do not put “this article will” 
or any other variation. 

Tags are the key items from the document’s content, and they allow related articles to be grouped 
together. For example, an article about arrearage computation might include the tag, “ROP.” When 
users select the “ROP” tag on the article, a list of articles also with a tag of “ROP” would pull up on 
the website, including the article about arrearage computation.  Note: If a “tag” is used in the 
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CSQuest Search field, it may or may not bring up the same articles, as the Search field looks only at 
titles and article content, not the tag line.   

A listing of current approved tags is shown in Appendix C – Current Tag Bank (current as of October 
4,2018).   

Tag Guidelines:  
 

• Use tags from the Current Tag Bank.  If there is not a relevant tag in the bank, you may use a 
new tag but make sure that this is noted in the email for the article that is sent to the person 
you are coordinating with for the article as the new tag will need to be approved. 

• Limit tags to five per article. 
• Should be a single word or acronym; however, two to three words are acceptable if the 

phrase will be used frequently across multiple articles.  
• May not contain the word “and” or the word “or.”  
• May also not contain punctuation.  
• Case sensitive. The CSQuest standard is to use lower case for all tags whenever possible.  An 

example of when upper case is used would be the use of an acronym for a tag, such as 
“AOP”.   

Content is where the main text or narrative of the article should be placed. The content of Quest 
articles should be written in easy to understand language.  

If the article contains a link to another site, the text of the link must explain where it goes. For 
example, instead of an article saying “Click here for information about OKDHS” with “click here” 
being a link to the OKDHS website, say “For information about OKDHS go to the OKDHS website” 
with “OKDHS website” being the link.   

All articles within Functional Areas and Legal should either have a Legal Authorities section which 
lists linked legal cites or have a link to another article which has the legal cite links for the subject of 
the article. 

If the article contains information in the form of a list, make sure the list does not nest more than 
three levels deep. The entire body of an article should not be a list, rather, there should be a 
beginning paragraph explaining what the list is/what the purpose of the list is.  

For emphasis on a text, do not use underlining or all caps. Instead, use italics or bold, or both.  

Images means that you have images, videos, pdfs, etc. that should be included in or made accessible 
within the article.  You are required to at least include the File Name of the image, video, pdf, etc. 
and send a copy of the file with the narrative. Alternate Text must be included for all images. You 
may include Additional Details if you want to give the developers more information about what to 
do with the File, such as where to place the information within the article.  You may also want to 
include information having to do with the need for remediation to make it accessible to screen 
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readers and other accessibility tools.  For accessible documents, we need to focus on providing 
multiple or alternative methods of delivery of the information. This could mean: 

• Adding closed captioning as an alternative to sound. 
• Making sure color is not the only way of conveying meaning, for those who cannot 

distinguish colors easily. 
• Making sure fonts are large and easy to read. 
• Tagging information so screen reading software can access the content. 
• Providing alternative text to describe the contents of images. 

Writing Guidelines 
 

The following suggestions should be used when writing Quest articles1: 

1. Separate sentences with one space, not two.  Separate paragraphs with a blank line. 

2. Do not use contractions. 

3. Use district office instead of local office. 

4. Use child support specialist instead of caseworker or child support worker. 

5. Use state's attorney instead of staff attorney. 

6. Use job titles such as Program Manager instead of real names (such as Joe Doe at 555-
5555), except in the Resources appendix.  

7. Use press or click instead of hit. 

8. Write to the reader by using an implied you. Instead of “The caseworker begins by …” say 
“Begin by …” 

9. Refer to F keys instead of PF keys, unless you are directly quoting an OSIS field that uses PF. 

10. Use e.g. to mean for example and i.e. to mean in other words; use a period after each letter 
and place a comma after the second period. 

11. To indicate a path from the menu bar or a path within a series of dialog boxes, use the 
greater-than symbol with a space on either side. For example, File > Save, or View > Zoom, 
or Start > All Programs > Microsoft Office > Microsoft Outlook 2010. 

12. Use common acronyms (e.g., CSS, CP, NCP, TANF, and OSIS) instead of the words they stand 
for except the first time they are used in a document. The first time, spell out all of the 
words and then put the acronym in parentheses. From then on, use only the acronym. For 
example, “The Custodial Parent (CP) is the person who has custody of the child.” 

                                                           
1 These suggestions have been adapted from Child Support Manual: Standards and Guidelines, OU-CPM/DB-2006-
02, April 10, 2006. 
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13. To form the plural of a capitalized acronym, add a lower case s without an apostrophe. For 
example, CPs instead of CP’s. 

14. When referring to OSIS screens, refer to the CSML screen or CSML, but not the CSML. 

15. When entering a series of three or more items, separate all items including the last with an 
“Oxford” comma. For example, write “He wore red, white, and blue” instead of “He wore 
red, white and blue.” 

16. Use present tense, not future tense. Instead of “Click the OK button and the next page will 
appear,” say “Click the OK button and the next page appears.”  

17. Usually spell out numbers from one through ten. Use figures for numbers above ten. For 
example, write “There are 25 children” instead of “There are twenty-five children.”  

18.  Unordered and Ordered lists – cannot integrate a bulleted (or unordered) list and a 
numbered (or ordered) list. The difference between ordered and unordered lists is shown 
below.  

a. Unordered lists are basically any point form lists using bullets to list items. 
Unordered lists are sometimes called bulleted lists, because the default visual 
appearance of an Unordered List is to have small bullet icons in front of the list 
items. This type of list is best used are for lists that don't have a required order.  The 
list items will appear in whatever order you write them, but you are determining 
that order and, unlike a recipe or step-by-step process, the order could be changed 
and the meaning of the content would not suffer. For example, if you make a list of 
the people you work with, you could order them alphabetically, or based on 
seniority, or according to departments, etc.  Any of these would make sense and the 
meaning of the list (people you work with) would not change regardless of which 
option you choose. The order is determined by you, so exact numbers are not 
needed. This is a good option for an unordered list.  

b. For Unordered or bullet lists, this function in Word will help you to know what is 
meant by levels   

  

c. Ordered lists are lists that categorize the list according to a, b, c or 1, 2, 3.  Ordered 
lists are sometimes called numbered lists because, by default, the list items 
contained in that list have a specific numerical order, levels, or ranking. Ordered lists 
are appropriate where the exact ordering of items is critically important to the 
meaning of the content. For example, a recipe would likely use an ordered list 
because the steps presented are not done so in an arbitrary order. The order of 
those steps is critical to the outcome of that recipe. Any step-by-step process is best 
presented as an ordered list. 
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d. For Ordered or numbered lists, this function in Word will help you to know what is 
meant by numerical order, levels or ranking 

   

Tips for Finding Legal and Policy Authorities 

Since CSS is based on legal authority and because CSQuest is the legal and policy base resource for 
CSS certification questions, articles will quite often be started with a Legal Authorities section.  Legal 
Authorities should be listed with U. S. law first, then CFR, then Oklahoma state law, then OAC, and 
then any other law or policy documents.  Some subjects have an article that lists all legal authorities 
for that subject, such as Civil Contempt Legal Authority.  If you are writing an article and your subject 
has another CSQuest article listing all legal authorities, instead of having a Legal Authorities section 
you could include a link to the other CSQuest article.  The Center of Operations has asked that all 
articles have a Legal Authorities section with all legal and policy cites linked as per mentioned below. 

Example of a Legal Authorities section is: 

Legal Authorities: 

45 C.F.R. § 303.11 
43 O.S. § 118B 
56 O.S. § 237.7 
OAC 340:25-1-1.1 

Below are the best and preferred links to use when legal and policy resources are needed in 
CSQuest articles. 

Federal Statutes 

• Look up US Code at http://uscode.house.gov/browse/&edition=prelim or 
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/browse/collectionUScode.action?collectionCode=USCODE 

Oklahoma Statutes 

• Look up statutes on www.oscn.net 
o Go to the Legal Research section 
o To find individual statutes, either: 

 Navigate through the Oklahoma Statutes Citationized menu, or 
 Type the cite in the “QuickCase” field at the left, using the format “43 os 

118”  (Note: this requires that you know the exact cite of the statute you’re 
looking for) 

o To search through the entire Oklahoma Statutes or an individual title, look at the 
table of contents for that section.  This will be a full list of titles or sections.  Click the 
“Search” link to enter a key word to search for. 

https://csquest.oucpm.org/civil-contempt-legal-authority/
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=4fe2fd10cccd0852f5e9678b5a766448&mc=true&node=se45.2.303_111&rgn=div8
http://www.oscn.net/applications/oscn/DeliverDocument.asp?CiteID=452144
http://www.oscn.net/applications/oscn/DeliverDocument.asp?CiteID=83417
http://www.okdhs.org/library/policy/pages/oac340025010001001.aspx#V
http://uscode.house.gov/browse/&edition=prelim
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/browse/collectionUScode.action?collectionCode=USCODE
http://www.oscn.net/
http://www.oscn.net/applications/oscn/index.asp?ftdb=STOKST&level=1
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 Note: The search will only bring back exact matches, so be careful with what 
you type.  (If you want to find a reference to DHS, remember that the 
statute may refer to DHS as “The Department.”) 

 Pro Tip: Search for shortened forms of a key word.  (For example, “violen.”  
This will find occurrences of both “violence” and “violent,” which may give 
you a better chance of finding what you’re looking for.) 

• Once you’ve found a statute, you can search for keywords using “Find” (Control + F)  
• Cites should follow this format: 43 O.S. § 118 

o To make the section symbol, use alt + 0167 
o To cite multiple statutes, use two section symbols in the citation.  For example, 43 

O.S. §§ 118-119 
• Look in the Laws Index, which may provide guidance about applicable statutes 

Policy 

• Use the Oklahoma Policy link on the DHS Internet home page and look for OAC 340, Chapter 
25  or 

• Go to CSQuest policy articles, which include the CSS Policy Index, 2017 Policy Updates and 
the 2016 Policy Updates.  

• The official source for the OAC is the Oklahoma Secretary of State website and should be 
used if looking up administrative rules that are not used by DHS or not listed on the DHS 
website. 

• It may be necessary to include some federal regulations, depending on the policy.  For 
example, OAC 340:25-5-123, our case closure policy, says that we close cases per 45 CFR § 
303.11.  In cases like this, also pull in relevant federal policy.   

o Find the CFR at: http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/ECFR?page=browse  
o Use the “browse” feature on the main page to find the Title and Section you need, 

or 
o If you want to go directly to Title 45 use https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-

idx?SID=93089f714870c282ec20655a58ced499&mc=true&tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title45/
45tab_02.tpl or 

o Use the GPO website (not as friendly as the ecfr.gov site) at 
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/browse/collectionCfr.action?selectedYearFrom=2016&
go=Go 

Other Presidential and Congressional documents 

• Look up other possible Presidential documents and Congressional documents at 
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/ 

 

http://www.okdhs.org/sites/searchcenter/Pages/okdhspolicycurrentresults.aspx#Default=%7b%22k%22%3a%22%22%2c%22r%22%3a%5b%7b%22n%22%3a%22RefinableString11%22%2c%22t%22%3a%5b%22%5c%22%C7%82%C7%824f414320333430%5c%22%22%5d%2c%22o%22%3a%22and%22%2c%22k%22%3afalse%2c%22m%22%3anull%7d%5d%7d
http://www.okdhs.org/sites/searchcenter/Pages/okdhspolicycurrentresults.aspx#Default=%7B%22k%22%3A%22%22%2C%22r%22%3A%5B%7B%22n%22%3A%22RefinableString11%22%2C%22t%22%3A%5B%22%5C%22%C7%82%C7%824f414320333430%5C%22%22%5D%2C%22o%22%3A%22and%22%2C%22k%22%3Afalse%2C%22m%22%3Anull%7D%2C%7B%22n%22%3A%22RefinableString12%22%2C%22t%22%3A%25
http://www.okdhs.org/sites/searchcenter/Pages/okdhspolicycurrentresults.aspx#Default=%7B%22k%22%3A%22%22%2C%22r%22%3A%5B%7B%22n%22%3A%22RefinableString11%22%2C%22t%22%3A%5B%22%5C%22%C7%82%C7%824f414320333430%5C%22%22%5D%2C%22o%22%3A%22and%22%2C%22k%22%3Afalse%2C%22m%22%3Anull%7D%2C%7B%22n%22%3A%22RefinableString12%22%2C%22t%22%3A%25
https://csquest.oucpm.org/category/support-tools/policy-updates/
https://www.sos.ok.gov/
http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/ECFR?page=browse
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=93089f714870c282ec20655a58ced499&mc=true&tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title45/45tab_02.tpl
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=93089f714870c282ec20655a58ced499&mc=true&tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title45/45tab_02.tpl
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=93089f714870c282ec20655a58ced499&mc=true&tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title45/45tab_02.tpl
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/browse/collectionCfr.action?selectedYearFrom=2016&go=Go
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/browse/collectionCfr.action?selectedYearFrom=2016&go=Go
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/
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Quality Control for CSQuest Articles 

 
At least once a year, every article on CSQuest will be reviewed and updated if necessary.  This quality 
control is to ensure the continued accuracy and quality of current articles.  The SME / Author of the 
article will be notified by the QC Review Administrator that an article is due to be reviewed.  During the 
review the following Review Criteria should be kept in mind: 

• Continued feasibility of the article 
• Information accuracy of narrative including spelling and punctuation 
• Information accuracy of any included images, videos, links (including legal/policy cites), pdfs, 

tags, etc. 
• Addition or deletion of information 

You may be contacted during these QC reviews for articles you may have written. 
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CS Quest Article Blank Template 
 

You may either just use Word to draft your article, or if you would rather use a template, you may use 
this template. 

Article Type 
(select one) 
5-Minute Overview / Best Practice / Documents and Resources / Help and How To / Training Article 
/ Video 
Author Name  

 

Subject>Category>Subcategory 
(e.g., Functional Area>Enforcement>Contempt) 
 

Article Title  

 

Main Point/Excerpt  
(1-2 sentence abstract) 

 

Header Image URL  
(optional) 
(CPD use only) 
Header Image Description 
(only if a Header Image is being  used) 
(CPD use only) 
Tags  
(separated by commas, max four tags) 
 
Content 
  
 
 
Disclaimer: CSQuest contains the most up-to-date information on this subject. If you choose to utilize Info 
net resources, they may be out of date.  [PLEASE LEAVE THE FONT RED FOR THIS DISCLAIMER]  
Images/Videos 
File Name Alternate Text Additional Details 
Please send screen shots or 
other media to the site 
administrator for review. 
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Appendix A - Quest Subject, Category, and Subcategory List as of October 
2019 
 
The subject/category/subcategory list has been organized in the following manner: Subjects appear in 
bold, Categories are underlined, and Subcategories are italicized. Functional Area is listed first, then 
Support Tools, and then Legal. 

Functional Area 
Case Closure 

Closure Codes 
Closure Screens 
Status 10 Codes 

Case Management 
 AOR/FVS 
 Case Fundamentals 
 OSIS Basics 
 Performance Measures 
 Resolving Duplicate DCNs 
Consistent Excellence (CE) Business Processes 
Enforcement 
 Annual Notice 
 Contempt 
 Credit Bureau Referral 
 Crime Victim’s Compensation 
 Criminal Felony 
 FIDM 
 General Enforcement 
 Income Withholding 
 Juvenile Enforcement 
 License Review 
 Lottery Intercept 
 Military Enforcement 
 Multiple Case Actions 
 Personal Injury 
 Review & Adjust Modifications 
 Right-Sizing Orders 
 State & Federal Tax Offset 
 Worker’s Comp 
Finance 
 Adjustments 
 Arrearage Computation 
 Case Types 
 Interest 
 Juvenile 
 Obligations 
 Overpayments 
 Payments 
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 Pended Items 
 TANF 
 Undistributed List 
 Unreimbursed Assistance 
Intergovernmental 
 CS Information by State 
 CSENet 
 Incoming 
 Long-Arm Jurisdiction 
 Outgoing 
 QUICK 
 Referral Guide 
 REFU 
 Registration of a Foreign Order 
 State Services Portal 
 Tribal 
 UIFSA 
 Unemployment Insurance 
Locate 
 AOR 
 Asset Location 
 Certified Mail 
 CLEAR 
 DOC 
 DPS 
 FCR/L 
 IRS 
 Locate Procedures 
 Military 
 Online Searches 
 OSIS 
 PML 
 Service of Process 
 SSA 
 UDS 
 VINELink 
Medical 
 Cash Medical 
 Fixed Medical  
 General 
 Good Cause 
 Indian Health Services  
 Medical Enforcement 
 Medical Establishment 
 Military (TriCare) 
Paternity & Establishment 
 Genetic Testing 
 Guidelines 
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 Order Establishment 
 Paternity Establishment 
 Uniform Parentage 
  
Support Tools 
Adobe LiveCycle/Disc Image 
Audit and Performance 
CSS Certification 
 Certification Overview 
 Core Assessments 
 Functional Assessments 
 Re-Certification  
CSS Onboarding 
CSS State Office Centers and Partners 
General Reference 
 Health & Safety 
 Oral Communications 
 Problem Solving 
 Remote Hearings  

Time Management 
 Written Communications 
How to Use Quest 
Learning Management System 
PAG Dashboard - empty 
Policy Updates 
Quality Service Standards 
Reports and Documents 
 AppXtender 
 CMOD 
Supervisor Tools 
Terminology 
Video Conferencing 
 Etiquette 
 Technology  

Troubleshooting 
WebFOCUS 
 
Legal 
Appeals 
Ask a Legal Question 
Child Support Guidelines 
Confidentiality and Release of Records 
Enforcement for Attorneys 
Finance for Attorneys 
Juvenile 
Medical Support for Attorneys 
Military / SCRA 
Modifications for Attorneys 
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Appendix B – Acronyms & Initialisms 
 

You can find the most current list of the most commonly used acronyms and initialisms in the CSQuest 
article CSS Acronyms & Initialisms - Glossary of Child Support Terms.  

 

 

https://csquest.oucpm.org/css-acronyms-and-initialisms-glossary-of-child-support-terms/
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Appendix C – Current Tag Bank (As of October 4, 2018) 

 

 

TagName TagName TagName TagName
$25 fee Bankruptcy Child Court Information CSCU
abuse Basic URA Child Placement CSDOCP
Accessible BCS Child Welfare CSENET
Acknowledgement of Receipt Bench Warrant Civil Contempt CSFVU
active duty Benefit Timeframe Claims CSLN
Actual Income benefits Closure Code CSNA
Additional Stays BNDA CM screens CSNet
Adjustment BNDU CMOD Current Support
Administrative Court Bonds Collectable Interest Current Support Collections
Administrative Debt bounced check collections Custody
Adoption BP Combination Guidelines Customer Service
ADU Buckets committees Data Match
Adult Burden of Proof Communication daycare
APPU Case closure compensation DCHG
AEI case file Complex URA DCN
ALC Case Initiation Computation DDSD
Annual Notice Case Law confidentiality death
AOP Case Management connection Deduction
AOR Case review Consistent Excellence DEERS
appeals Case Types Contempt Default
Appearance and Waiver Casework controlling order Defense
Arraignment cash medical Conversion Deficit Reduction Act
Arrears Cash Medical Erroneous Cooperation Denial of Paternity
ASA CCPU Correcting an order Deprived
Attorneys Fees CE Corrective Action Plan deprived codes
Attorneys Liens CEJ correspondence Deprived court
Audit Central Registry Court desk review
Authorization Code Certificate Degree of Indian Blood court action Deviation Language
Automated enforcement Certification Court documents DFA
AWL Chapter 13 Court Order Direct Payments
Bad debt Chapter 7 Coverage Disability
Balance Types checklist CP Discharge
Balances Child Care Expense CP Disciplinary Actions
Bank Levy Child Care Subsidy CRES

TagName TagName TagName TagName
Distribution Codes (DC) EPC garnishment In-state
District court EPOC Genetic Testing insurance
District Office Procedures EPOU Glossary Intercept
DOC Erroneous GLS Interest
DOCL ESC GLSE interest calc
Documents Establish Medical Support GN 20 Intergovernmental
Domestic  Violence Establishment GN14 Interstate
DPS EW CK GN21 Interviewing
DPSCICS EXE good cause IRG
E case type F case type grievance IRS
E foster care F foster care Guidelines IV-A
E Screens F130 health coverage IV-D
earning record F131 Hearings IV-E
Earnings F48 HHS IWO
EB screen F51 HIS Judgment
EBOL conversion Failure to Cooperate IA Jurisdiction
EBS Family ICR Juvenile
EBS card Family violence IDP kinship
EBT card FAR IHS KR20
EDE FCR IHS Eligible L01
eIWO FCRL Imaging L05
eKIDS federal compliance Imputing Income L06
eligibility FEIN IMS search L07
Emancipation FIDM Incarceration law
EMP Finance Income Legal
Employee Foreign Order Income assignment Legal Father
Employee performance Former Assistance Income tax Legal Review Process
Employer Forms Income withholding Legislation
Employer documents Foster Care Incoming Intergovernmental LENA
employer sanctions Full service Incorrect Balances LENI
Employment Functional areas individual coverage Levy
Enforcement Futures Individual Learning Plan License
EP CM FV Initial Request liens
EP OPR FVI Injured Spouse Limit Interruptions
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TagName TagName TagName TagName
litigation New Hires Office procedures PO4
Locate Newsletter OHCA POLA
lump sum NL OIG Policy
Manual URA NMSN OJA Power of Attorney
Material Change No Tag Set Onboarding Premium
MED5 No Written Earning Record OPR presumed father
MED5L NOIA Oral Reprimand Principal Judgments
mediation NOIR order Prioritize
Medicaid NOIR Flowchart Order Nunc Pro Tunc private applications
Medical non co-op OSIS Private Attorneys
Medical Enforcement Non IV-E OTCI pro se
medical order Non-biological Outgoing probate
Medical Order Establishment non-funded Overpaid probation
Medical Support Non-IV-D Overpayments Process Server
MEO Non-payment PACTS PTDFU
MEO status non-TANF Medicaid Parent Purge
MEOL NOSD Pass Thru PY
Microsoft Lync NOSO Passport QDRO
Military NSF Past Support QMCSO
Military Enforcement OAC Paternity QSS
Military Families OAH Paternity Establishment RAMENU
Minimum Judgment Payment 
Amount OBL pay history Reason Codes
Minor Parent Obligation Payment Receipts
Mod OBLRV payment options Re-certification
Modal preferences OCVCB payment types Reconcilement
Modification OESC Payments Record of Payment
Modifications Office Pended Recovery
modifying Office Assignment Performance measures Reduced Earning Ability
motion to modify support NCP Personal Delivery referral
Moving a Receipt NCP Military Service PESC REFU
MTM NDNH PIEX Refund
Multiple Case Action negotiation Placement reinstatement
Multiple Case Process ing Office new hire paperwork Pleadings Release Criteria
Multiple Modifications Office Conflict PNDL Reports

TagName  TagName 
Rescission of Paternity Spouse Tribal 
Retained Support SSA UIB 
reunification SSDI UIFSA 
Review and adjust SSI Under-employed 
RFI SSN Undistributed 
right-sizing SSP UNDL 
ROP State Tax unemployment 
RS OPR Status 10 unknown father 
Safety stop pay Unpaid placement 
Schedule support Unreimbursed Assistance 
Scheduling Support Duration Updates 
SCRA Support Payment Location URA 
screening process Suspended License URAD 
SDU TANF VARK 
self-assessment Tax Victims 
Sentencing Temporary Order Videoconferencing 
Service Members Civil Relief Act termination Vital Records 
Service of Process Time Management Waiving balance 
settlement conferences To-Do List WebFocus 
skill-based pay TPQYI wellness 
Social services Training withholding 
SoonerCare Transmittal WKPT 
Split Custody Trial  
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	Overview
	The Child Support Services Quest (CSQuest) website is a site for child support workers and other Department of Human Services (DHS) professionals to find child support information and training related functional areas, legal materials, and additional support tools. The Writing Guide for Office Staff document is a guideline for writing CSQuest articles with a standard style and consistent verbiage, drafting narratives or templates with the appropriate naming convention, and submitting drafted narratives or templates. The purpose is to provide an organized system for both state office and field office staff to draft and submit CSQuest narratives or templates and to achieve a cohesive voice throughout the CSQuest website in order to give users a pleasant, uniform reading experience.
	Submission Process
	Field Staff
	State Office Staff

	CSS Field Staff who draft CSQuest narratives or templates should follow the process outlined, and after completing a CSQuest article narrative or template, staff should email the drafted narrative or template to the Site Administrator. If you have a subject matter expert (SME) in your office that has reviewed your submission, please identify that person on your draft. 
	The Site Administrator will review each article prior to submission for publishing. 
	If you are interested in submitting information for the Center for Professional Development (CPD) staff to complete an article, you can do so by emailing a completed narrative or template to the Site Administrator. Include your name and/or the name of the Subject Matter Expert(s) that has vetted the content. If graphics are included (screen shots, etc.) please include the originals so that they can be edited to protect our customers and staff. We may email or call you for clarification, if needed. If you are not comfortable drafting a narrative or template, you may also send us your recommendations for articles via the Comments and Suggestions section in the CSQuest website and someone on the CPD staff will contact you before writing an article. 
	If you are developing a CSQuest article to acquire Certification Service Credit Hours, please review the CSQuest article Service Credit Hours & How to Obtain Them prior to continuing to read through this document.
	State Office Staff that draft CSQuest templates should follow the process outlined in the CSQuest Staff Writing Guide.  After completing CSQuest article templates, staff should email the completed template to the CPD CSQuest Program Manager who is the Site Administrator.  If you are not comfortable drafting a narrative or template, you may also send us your recommendations for articles via the Comments and Suggestions section in the CSQuest website and someone on the CPD staff will contact you before writing an article. 
	Drafting a Narrative for a New Article
	Narrative Items Descriptions

	Every new CSQuest article should be drafted as a narrative; however, please read through the following instructions prior to beginning your draft.  Note: If you find a current article that needs to be updated, please send needed information via the Comments and Suggestions are at the bottom of the article.
	At the beginning of a draft article narrative, you need to think about the items listed below and then write in the appropriate information.  A description of the narrative items is shown after the listing.
	 Article Type
	 Author Name
	 CSQuest Subject>Category>Subcategory
	 Article Title
	 Main Points/Excerpt
	 Tags
	 Content
	 Images
	CSQuest Article Types with Example Links
	Example 
	Template Use
	Article Type 
	Example: A 5 Minute Overview on Unreimbursed Assistance (URA) explaining what URA means, as well as the basics of how URA is calculated on a case.
	Usually, every subcategory on CSQuest will have a 5 Minute Overview that gives a basic synopsis of the topic. These overviews are brief, and not very detailed. Use the 5 Minute Overview template when writing a simple summary of a subcategory.
	5 Minute Overview 
	http://csquest.oucpm.org/unreimbursed-assistance-overview/ 
	One example of a 5 Minute Overview could be an article listing links to all Legal or Policy cites for a particular subcategory.
	Example:  A Help and How To on building a retained support overpayment that lists the steps for how to build a retained support overpayment in OSIS.
	A Help and How To article gives step by step directions on how to complete some kind of process.
	Help and How To’s
	http://csquest.oucpm.org/retained-support-during-the-establishment-time-period/ 
	Example: A Training Article on the deficit reduction act (DRA) fee that gives information on what a DRA fee is and when the fee is charged.
	Training Articles delve deeper into specific subject areas. These articles contain more detailed policy explanations as well as unusual or complex policy interpretations. A Training Article gives information without listing the steps of a process.
	Training Articles
	http://csquest.oucpm.org/deficit-reduction-act-fee/
	Example: A Documents and Resources article that includes an “Overpayments OSIS Screen Key.”
	Documents and Resources can be used to link any documents that are supplemental material to the training articles. Supplemental material may include a cheat sheet, flow chart, checklist, or scenarios.
	Documents and Resources
	http://csquest.oucpm.org/obligation-screens/
	Example: A Video that shows how to correctly position the videoconference camera.
	A video article contains a brief video segment (1-5 minutes) which supplements the other subject area material. Video segments can also be used as training demos for some computer applications or new processes.
	Videos
	 http://csquest.oucpm.org/be-camera-conscious/ 
	Example: A Best Practices article about how a particular office completes a process.
	Best Practices are operating procedures that are used by district offices, but have not been standardized. Best Practice articles will give workers insight into the workflow of other offices, and will give ideas for efficient ways to complete work. In some instances, if the majority of child support workers use the same Best Practice, it may become a standard operating procedure. Completed Best Practices templates will usually be submitted by district office workers.
	Best Practices
	http://csquest.oucpm.org/eating-at-desk-and-foodborne-illness/
	Author Name This is necessary so CPD writers or the Site Administrator know who to contact for any questions about the article. 
	 Field Staff: Please note that the field staff name and SME should be in the Author’s Name field.
	 State Office Staff: Please note that the state office staff name and the SME should be in the Author’s Name field.  In the Functional Areas the SME should, in most cases, be the assigned PFR; in Legal the SME should most likely be the Managing Attorney of OIALO; and, in Support Tools the SME could be a variety of people.  
	Subject>Category>Subcategory explains where the article needs to go on the website. The Subject will either be Functional Area, Legal, or Support Tools. Fill in the appropriate subject followed by the greater than sign (>) and then the category. Fill in the appropriate category followed by the greater than sign (>) and then the subcategory. The completed field may look something like “Functional Area>Enforcement>Contempt.”
	Article Title is the name of the article being written. For most narratives, the title should be specific, and include what aspect of the subcategory is being covered in that article. For example, when writing an article about how to complete an arrearage computation, naming the article “Arrearage Computation” would be very broad and potentially confusing. Instead, name the article something more specific, such as “Completing an Arrearage Computation.” The only exception to this rule is when naming a 5 Minute Overview article. For 5 Minute Overview articles, it is acceptable to use the name of the subcategory as the title. For example, the 5 Minute Overview of overpayments may be named, “Overpayments.”  Note: The words “How to” do not need to be in the title when writing a Help and How To article.
	Titles should be capitalized in title case which means that the first letter of each word is capitalized, except for certain small words, such as articles and short prepositions.   A quick guide to title capitalization follows:
	Capitalize
	 Nouns
	 Verbs (including is and other forms of be)
	 Participles
	 Adverbs (including than and when)
	 Adjectives (including this, that, and each)
	 Pronouns (including its)
	 Subordinating conjunctions (if, because, as, that)
	 Prepositions and conjunctions with five or more letters (between, without, during, about, because, through)
	 First and last words, no matter what part of speech they are
	 Prepositions that are part of a verb phrase (Logging On, Setting Up)
	 Both elements of hyphenated words (How-To, Country-Specific)
	 Words and phrases in parentheses as you would capitalize them if they did not appear in parentheses
	 Any words, phrases, fragments, or sentences after a colon or semicolon
	Do Not Capitalize
	 Coordinating conjunctions (and, but, or, nor, for)
	 Prepositions of four or fewer letters (with, to, for, at, and so on)
	 Articles (a, an, the, some) unless the article is the first or last word in the title
	 The word to in an infinitive phrase
	 Case-specific product names, words, or phrases 
	Main Points/Excerpt is a one to two sentence abstract of the main point of the article. For example, “Step-by-step guide on how to complete an arrearage computation on a case,” would be the main point of the “Completing an Arrearage Computation” Help and How To. Do not put “this article will” or any other variation.
	Tags are the key items from the document’s content, and they allow related articles to be grouped together. For example, an article about arrearage computation might include the tag, “ROP.” When users select the “ROP” tag on the article, a list of articles also with a tag of “ROP” would pull up on the website, including the article about arrearage computation.  Note: If a “tag” is used in the CSQuest Search field, it may or may not bring up the same articles, as the Search field looks only at titles and article content, not the tag line.  
	A listing of current approved tags is shown in Appendix C – Current Tag Bank (current as of October 4,2018).  
	Tag Guidelines: 
	 Use tags from the Current Tag Bank.  If there is not a relevant tag in the bank, you may use a new tag but make sure that this is noted in the email for the article that is sent to the person you are coordinating with for the article as the new tag will need to be approved.
	 Limit tags to five per article.
	 Should be a single word or acronym; however, two to three words are acceptable if the phrase will be used frequently across multiple articles. 
	 May not contain the word “and” or the word “or.” 
	 May also not contain punctuation. 
	 Case sensitive. The CSQuest standard is to use lower case for all tags whenever possible.  An example of when upper case is used would be the use of an acronym for a tag, such as “AOP”.  
	Content is where the main text or narrative of the article should be placed. The content of Quest articles should be written in easy to understand language. 
	If the article contains a link to another site, the text of the link must explain where it goes. For example, instead of an article saying “Click here for information about OKDHS” with “click here” being a link to the OKDHS website, say “For information about OKDHS go to the OKDHS website” with “OKDHS website” being the link.  
	All articles within Functional Areas and Legal should either have a Legal Authorities section which lists linked legal cites or have a link to another article which has the legal cite links for the subject of the article.
	If the article contains information in the form of a list, make sure the list does not nest more than three levels deep. The entire body of an article should not be a list, rather, there should be a beginning paragraph explaining what the list is/what the purpose of the list is. 
	For emphasis on a text, do not use underlining or all caps. Instead, use italics or bold, or both. 
	Images means that you have images, videos, pdfs, etc. that should be included in or made accessible within the article.  You are required to at least include the File Name of the image, video, pdf, etc. and send a copy of the file with the narrative. Alternate Text must be included for all images. You may include Additional Details if you want to give the developers more information about what to do with the File, such as where to place the information within the article.  You may also want to include information having to do with the need for remediation to make it accessible to screen readers and other accessibility tools.  For accessible documents, we need to focus on providing multiple or alternative methods of delivery of the information. This could mean:
	 Adding closed captioning as an alternative to sound.
	 Making sure color is not the only way of conveying meaning, for those who cannot distinguish colors easily.
	 Making sure fonts are large and easy to read.
	 Tagging information so screen reading software can access the content.
	 Providing alternative text to describe the contents of images.
	Writing Guidelines
	The following suggestions should be used when writing Quest articles:
	1. Separate sentences with one space, not two.  Separate paragraphs with a blank line.
	2. Do not use contractions.
	3. Use district office instead of local office.
	4. Use child support specialist instead of caseworker or child support worker.
	5. Use state's attorney instead of staff attorney.
	6. Use job titles such as Program Manager instead of real names (such as Joe Doe at 555-5555), except in the Resources appendix. 
	7. Use press or click instead of hit.
	8. Write to the reader by using an implied you. Instead of “The caseworker begins by …” say “Begin by …”
	9. Refer to F keys instead of PF keys, unless you are directly quoting an OSIS field that uses PF.
	10. Use e.g. to mean for example and i.e. to mean in other words; use a period after each letter and place a comma after the second period.
	11. To indicate a path from the menu bar or a path within a series of dialog boxes, use the greater-than symbol with a space on either side. For example, File > Save, or View > Zoom, or Start > All Programs > Microsoft Office > Microsoft Outlook 2010.
	12. Use common acronyms (e.g., CSS, CP, NCP, TANF, and OSIS) instead of the words they stand for except the first time they are used in a document. The first time, spell out all of the words and then put the acronym in parentheses. From then on, use only the acronym. For example, “The Custodial Parent (CP) is the person who has custody of the child.”
	13. To form the plural of a capitalized acronym, add a lower case s without an apostrophe. For example, CPs instead of CP’s.
	14. When referring to OSIS screens, refer to the CSML screen or CSML, but not the CSML.
	15. When entering a series of three or more items, separate all items including the last with an “Oxford” comma. For example, write “He wore red, white, and blue” instead of “He wore red, white and blue.”
	16. Use present tense, not future tense. Instead of “Click the OK button and the next page will appear,” say “Click the OK button and the next page appears.” 
	17. Usually spell out numbers from one through ten. Use figures for numbers above ten. For example, write “There are 25 children” instead of “There are twenty-five children.” 
	18.  Unordered and Ordered lists – cannot integrate a bulleted (or unordered) list and a numbered (or ordered) list. The difference between ordered and unordered lists is shown below. 
	a. Unordered lists are basically any point form lists using bullets to list items. Unordered lists are sometimes called bulleted lists, because the default visual appearance of an Unordered List is to have small bullet icons in front of the list items. This type of list is best used are for lists that don't have a required order.  The list items will appear in whatever order you write them, but you are determining that order and, unlike a recipe or step-by-step process, the order could be changed and the meaning of the content would not suffer. For example, if you make a list of the people you work with, you could order them alphabetically, or based on seniority, or according to departments, etc.  Any of these would make sense and the meaning of the list (people you work with) would not change regardless of which option you choose. The order is determined by you, so exact numbers are not needed. This is a good option for an unordered list. 
	b. For Unordered or bullet lists, this function in Word will help you to know what is meant by levels  / 
	c. Ordered lists are lists that categorize the list according to a, b, c or 1, 2, 3.  Ordered lists are sometimes called numbered lists because, by default, the list items contained in that list have a specific numerical order, levels, or ranking. Ordered lists are appropriate where the exact ordering of items is critically important to the meaning of the content. For example, a recipe would likely use an ordered list because the steps presented are not done so in an arbitrary order. The order of those steps is critical to the outcome of that recipe. Any step-by-step process is best presented as an ordered list.
	d. For Ordered or numbered lists, this function in Word will help you to know what is meant by numerical order, levels or ranking/  
	Tips for Finding Legal and Policy Authorities
	Since CSS is based on legal authority and because CSQuest is the legal and policy base resource for CSS certification questions, articles will quite often be started with a Legal Authorities section.  Legal Authorities should be listed with U. S. law first, then CFR, then Oklahoma state law, then OAC, and then any other law or policy documents.  Some subjects have an article that lists all legal authorities for that subject, such as Civil Contempt Legal Authority.  If you are writing an article and your subject has another CSQuest article listing all legal authorities, instead of having a Legal Authorities section you could include a link to the other CSQuest article.  The Center of Operations has asked that all articles have a Legal Authorities section with all legal and policy cites linked as per mentioned below.
	Example of a Legal Authorities section is:
	Legal Authorities:
	45 C.F.R. § 303.11
	43 O.S. § 118B
	56 O.S. § 237.7
	OAC 340:25-1-1.1
	Below are the best and preferred links to use when legal and policy resources are needed in CSQuest articles.
	Federal Statutes
	 Look up US Code at http://uscode.house.gov/browse/&edition=prelim or https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/browse/collectionUScode.action?collectionCode=USCODE
	Oklahoma Statutes
	 Look up statutes on www.oscn.net
	o Go to the Legal Research section
	o To find individual statutes, either:
	 Navigate through the Oklahoma Statutes Citationized menu, or
	 Type the cite in the “QuickCase” field at the left, using the format “43 os 118”  (Note: this requires that you know the exact cite of the statute you’re looking for)
	o To search through the entire Oklahoma Statutes or an individual title, look at the table of contents for that section.  This will be a full list of titles or sections.  Click the “Search” link to enter a key word to search for.
	 Note: The search will only bring back exact matches, so be careful with what you type.  (If you want to find a reference to DHS, remember that the statute may refer to DHS as “The Department.”)
	 Pro Tip: Search for shortened forms of a key word.  (For example, “violen.”  This will find occurrences of both “violence” and “violent,” which may give you a better chance of finding what you’re looking for.)
	 Once you’ve found a statute, you can search for keywords using “Find” (Control + F) 
	 Cites should follow this format: 43 O.S. § 118
	o To make the section symbol, use alt + 0167
	o To cite multiple statutes, use two section symbols in the citation.  For example, 43 O.S. §§ 118-119
	 Look in the Laws Index, which may provide guidance about applicable statutes
	Policy
	 Use the Oklahoma Policy link on the DHS Internet home page and look for OAC 340, Chapter 25  or
	 Go to CSQuest policy articles, which include the CSS Policy Index, 2017 Policy Updates and the 2016 Policy Updates. 
	 The official source for the OAC is the Oklahoma Secretary of State website and should be used if looking up administrative rules that are not used by DHS or not listed on the DHS website.
	 It may be necessary to include some federal regulations, depending on the policy.  For example, OAC 340:25-5-123, our case closure policy, says that we close cases per 45 CFR § 303.11.  In cases like this, also pull in relevant federal policy.  
	o Find the CFR at: http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/ECFR?page=browse 
	o Use the “browse” feature on the main page to find the Title and Section you need, or
	o If you want to go directly to Title 45 use https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=93089f714870c282ec20655a58ced499&mc=true&tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title45/45tab_02.tpl or
	o Use the GPO website (not as friendly as the ecfr.gov site) at https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/browse/collectionCfr.action?selectedYearFrom=2016&go=Go
	Other Presidential and Congressional documents
	 Look up other possible Presidential documents and Congressional documents at https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/
	Quality Control for CSQuest Articles
	At least once a year, every article on CSQuest will be reviewed and updated if necessary.  This quality control is to ensure the continued accuracy and quality of current articles.  The SME / Author of the article will be notified by the QC Review Administrator that an article is due to be reviewed.  During the review the following Review Criteria should be kept in mind:
	 Continued feasibility of the article
	 Information accuracy of narrative including spelling and punctuation
	 Information accuracy of any included images, videos, links (including legal/policy cites), pdfs, tags, etc.
	 Addition or deletion of information
	You may be contacted during these QC reviews for articles you may have written.
	CS Quest Article Blank Template
	You may either just use Word to draft your article, or if you would rather use a template, you may use this template.
	Appendix A - Quest Subject, Category, and Subcategory List as of October 2019
	The subject/category/subcategory list has been organized in the following manner: Subjects appear in bold, Categories are underlined, and Subcategories are italicized. Functional Area is listed first, then Support Tools, and then Legal.
	Functional Area
	Case Closure
	Closure Codes
	Closure Screens
	Status 10 Codes
	Case Management
	 AOR/FVS
	 Case Fundamentals
	 OSIS Basics
	 Performance Measures
	 Resolving Duplicate DCNs
	Consistent Excellence (CE) Business Processes
	Enforcement
	 Annual Notice
	 Contempt
	 Credit Bureau Referral
	 Crime Victim’s Compensation
	 Criminal Felony
	 FIDM
	 General Enforcement
	 Income Withholding
	 Juvenile Enforcement
	 License Review
	 Lottery Intercept
	 Military Enforcement
	 Multiple Case Actions
	 Personal Injury
	 Review & Adjust Modifications
	 Right-Sizing Orders
	 State & Federal Tax Offset
	 Worker’s Comp
	Finance
	 Adjustments
	 Arrearage Computation
	 Case Types
	 Interest
	 Juvenile
	 Obligations
	 Overpayments
	 Payments
	 Pended Items
	 TANF
	 Undistributed List
	 Unreimbursed Assistance
	Intergovernmental
	 CS Information by State
	 CSENet
	 Incoming
	 Long-Arm Jurisdiction
	 Outgoing
	 QUICK
	 Referral Guide
	 REFU
	 Registration of a Foreign Order
	 State Services Portal
	 Tribal
	 UIFSA
	 Unemployment Insurance
	Locate
	 AOR
	 Asset Location
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